Productsheet | Privacy
Documentation Set

Expert support in complying with the
GDPR documentation requirements needed? Let us help you!
Since May 25th, 2018 organizations processing personal data of EU citizens have to comply with
GDPR, the European privacy law. Accountability is an important aspect of GDPR compliance,
highlighting the necessity of policy documents, guidelines, and processes.

Documentation Set

Sooner or later you will need to start compiling documents. Yet, translating mandatory documentation
guidelines into processes and guidelines your employees can actually work with proves challenging.
Where to start with the creation of a privacy policy and privacy statement, and how can you be
sure these documents tick all the required boxes that are mentioned in the GDPR? Perhaps just as
important: how can you make sure these documents are accessible and practical, instead of ending
up on the shelf? No-one likes to reinvent the wheel, so call for the support of an expert with plenty
experience delivering practical documentation sets for a wide range of organizations.

Documentation Set

Our experience with European privacy law gives us the insight and tools to create a documentation
set that is not only fully compliant, but one that will also works for the organization. Just what
you are used to from Audittrail: pragmatic, informal, and no-nonsense writing. Just because it
is legal doesn’t mean it has to be boring or complicated. Using our templates will enable you to
explain privacy compliance in plain wording to both employees, clients and stakeholders. Our GDPR
Documentation Set includes templates for all mandatory documents: a governance statement,
processors agreement, data breach register, and other useful templates like guidelines for data
processing impact assessment (DPIA) and procedures for rights of data subjects.

Benefits
•

Complete set of templates, examples and guidelines;

•

Adaptable and accessible for all organizations (regardless of industry or size);

•

Accountability easily achieved.
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